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LET’S GET 
POLLING!

How much do you know about open access?



WHAT IS 
OPEN ACCESS?

Open access (OA) is a broad international movement 
that seeks to grant free and open online access 
to academic information, such as publications and data.

A publication is defined 'open access' when there are 
no financial, legal or technical barriers to accessing it -
that is to say when anyone can read, download, copy, 
distribute, print, search for and search within 
the information, or use it in education or in any other 
way within the legal agreements.

Source: https://www.openaccess.nl/en/what-is-open-access

https://www.openaccess.nl/en/what-is-open-access


Open Access lifts the 
barrier to accessing and 

reading research 
articles

“
“



Subscription or paywalled article.

EXAMPLE
CLOSED ACCESS



ARTICLE PUBLISHED OA
example

Example of an article that has been published in open access on publisher's website.



ARTICLE ARCHIVED OA IN IR 
example

Example of an article that has been archived in open access in an institutional repository.



VERSIONS OF ARTICLES

Submitted Version
The version that the author submitted to the 

publisher's submission system

Author Accepted Manuscript – AAM 
The version of the article that was accepted by the publisher: includes 
reviews of the article (subject to acceptance) but without final editing, 

layout, typesetting, etc.

Version of Record – VoR

Final publisher's PDF



QUESTION
Frequently asked question from 
ChronosHub Customer Support

Which version is peer 
reviewed? 

”
“



• The VoR (final PDF) is made OA immediately upon official 

publication in the journal

• No delay

• It is available to read for free on the publisher's website

• No action required from author

• Under an open license

• Depends on author's choice

• Possible cost to the author

PUBLISHING OA

• The author needs to put their AAM into an institutional (or subject) 

repository

• Sometimes an embargo (6-12 months)

• The AAM is only accessible via the repository, the VoR is still 

behind closed access on the publisher's site

• No action from the publisher in making the article OA

• Usually, no license applies

• Depends on publisher's permissions

• No cost to the author (some exceptions)

ARCHIVINGVS



• An Article Processing Charge (APC) is a fee that author pays to the publisher to have their article 
published in open access

• APCs cover the cost of article publication including but not limited to running peer-review systems, copy-
editing and typesetting, hosting the article in perpetuity on dedicated servers and marketing

• The APC is paid after an article has been peer-reviewed and accepted for publication

ARTICLE PROCESSING CHARGE 
(APC)



OPEN ACCESS VS 
CLOSED ACCESS

If you publish your article in closed access, you don't pay an APC –
however, only those with a subscription to the content can read the 
article.

If you publish your article in open access, you usually 
have to pay an APC – then everyone can read the 
article, no need to pay for access.

Note: some journals allow publishing OA for free! 



JOURNAL TYPES

Subscription only journals – no possibility to publish articles OA

SUBSCRIPTION ONLY

Fully OA journals, also called Gold Journals – publishing article OA is the 

only option, no closed access articles

FULLY OPEN ACCESS

Hybrid journals – a mix of closed and open access articles. The author 

can choose between publishing OA (usually with an APC) or publishing 

in closed access (no APC).

HYBRID

For closed access articles you might be allowed to archive in OA

ARCHIVING

Other - Subscribe 2 Open, or sponsored OA models



MOST COMMON 
TYPES OF 

OPEN ACCESS

SOURCE: https://onderzoektips.ugent.be/en/tips/00000461/

Hybrid Open Access = Open Access Publishing: Some publishers allow immediate 

Open Access to some of their articles on condition that an ‘Article Processing 

Charge - APC’ is paid. In such journals, two types of articles coexist: those freely 

accessible and others only accessible through a subscription. Although being 

mainly responsible for the recent rise in available Open Access publications, 

‘hybrid Open Access’ doesn't take away subscription costs for those journals. 

Note: hybrid journals are NOT listed in the "Directory of Open Access Journals" 

(DOAJ).

Gold Open Access = Open Access publishing: Gold, or fully open access journals 

are journals that include only open access articles. Publishing in a gold or fully 

open access journal provides immediate Open Access to the articles published. 

Some gold journals charge APCs, others do not.

Green Open Access = archiving: Publish in the journal of your choice, deposit a 

version of the publication (the final publisher version, or Version of Record, or the 

Author Accepted Manuscript (AAM) in a repository and make it publicly available 

in Open Access, sometimes after an embargo period set by the publisher.



QUESTION
Frequently asked question from 
ChronosHub Customer Support

I would like to publish in a 
journal that offers a 'Gold 
Route' - is this the same as 
a gold OA journal?

”
“



Some articles are 
published in closed 

access, 
but archived in open 

access

“

”



EXAMPLES

Closed access article

Google the title of the article

Same article but archived version



SOURCE: https://libapps-au.s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/accounts/113543/images/Open-Access-Publishing-1024x805.gif



LICENSES
CC0 – CC zero: No rights reserved – public domain: others may freely build upon, enhance and reuse the works for any 

purposes without restriction under copyright or database law.

CC BY – Attribution: This license lets others distribute, remix, adapt, and build upon your work, even commercially, as 

long as they credit you for the original creation.

CC BY-SA – Attribution Share Alike: This license lets others remix, adapt, and build upon your work even for commercial 

purposes, as long as they credit you and license their new creations under the identical terms.

CC BY-NC – Attribution Non-Commercial: This license lets others remix, adapt, and build upon your work non-

commercially

CC BY-NC-SA – Attribution Non-Commercial-Share Alike: This license lets others remix, adapt, and build upon your work 

non-commercially, under the same license.

CC BY-ND – Attribution Non-Derivatives: This license lets others reuse the work for any purpose, including commercially; 

but it cannot be shared with others in adapted form, and credit must be provided to you.

CC BY-NC-ND – Attribution Non-Commercial-No- Derivs: allows others to download your works and share them with 

others as long as they credit you, but can’t change them in any way or use them commercially.

SOURCE: https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/public-domain/freeworks/



QUESTION
Frequently asked question from 
ChronosHub Customer Support

Do I need to be worried about 
plagiarism if I choose a CC 

BY licence?

The publisher offer their own OA 
licence. Is this the same as a 
Creative Commons licence?

”

“



LET’S GET 
POLLING!

Have you published OA?



WHY DO 
AUTHERS 
PUBLISH OPEN 
ACCESS? 

Mandates: funders, institutional policy, national strategy

• If you are funded by public money, the research should be 

available publicly

• Requirements for payment eligibility, f.ex. has to have CC BY 

license, must be in a fully open access journal, will only pay 

up to $XXX in APCs

Choice: authors want to their research to be open



• No barriers to access - anyone from around the 
world can read the published article

• No subscription costs for libraries

READERS

• Wider readership of your articles

• More engagement

• Greater exposure means a higher usage of open access 
content: more downloads, more citations, more 
references… more impact!

AUTHORS

BENEFITS OF OPEN ACCESS



RESOURCES

• Directory of Open Access Journals
• Google Scholar
• OpenAccess Button
• CORE
• Bielefeld Academic Search Engine (BASE)
• OpenAire Explore

Finding OA content to read

• Google the title of the article
• Unpaywall browser extension

Finding OA versions of closed access 
article

https://doaj.org/
https://scholar.google.com/
https://openaccessbutton.org/
https://core.ac.uk/
https://www.base-search.net/
https://explore.openaire.eu/


RESOURCES

• Sherpa Romeo

Check what you’re allowed to do with an 
article (archiving)

• Publisher's websites, usually split into lists for fully OA journals, and 

hybrid journals (author choice OA)

• DOAJ lists 17,000 fully open access journals

• ChronosHub Journal Finder 46,000+ journals, filter by journal type and 

other criteria – includes information about archiving options, and 

licenses

FIND JOURNALS WITH OPEN ACCESS OPTIONS

https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/
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